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Thursday 11th June 

Hello everybody-I hope you are still enjoying the sunshine. We continue to 

look forward to hearing from you. Today, I have set another three tasks and another riddle!  

Riddle:  Mary has four daughters, and each of her daughters has a brother – how many 
children does Mary have?      

 
Now here are your 3 activities:  Only check the answers when you complete the task! 

Rivers: Read through the pdf slides to find out about the causes of river pollution and the effect 

it has on the environment.  Afterwards, decide which of the four activities you would like to 

complete.  The tasks are differentiated in terms of complexities.   

 

Activity 1:  Create a poster campaigning against river pollution. This could include not littering, 

appealing to factories and industrial sites, and including reasons why protecting rivers is so 

important.  

 

Activity 2: Write a letter to your local water company on worksheet 4A, campaigning for more to 

be done to clean local rivers. You must include details of the pollution that occurs, the problems 

this causes for the environment and some suggestions for ways to improve the situation.   

 

Activity 3: Imagine that you have been asked to present a speech at a local environmental rally 

about river pollution. In your speech you must include details of river pollution at both local and 

global levels, why this pollution occurs and proposals for ensuring that river pollution is reduced. 

Write your speech on worksheet 4B using persuasive and geographical vocabulary. 

 

Activity 4:  Fancy something different!  Then, if there is a stream or river nearby, organise a field 

trip with your responsible adult to go and have a look at the river and see if you can spot any 

signs of river pollution. Look for signs of oil, rubbish and any other indications that river pollution 

has occurred. In particular, see if there is a lot of algae. This often indicates that there are high 

levels of nitrates and phosphates. Algae use up a lot of the oxygen causing other plant life and 

animals to die. Use sheets P1-P4 to make a River Pollution Booklet to record your ideas and 

observations. 

 

Extension:  Answer the following questions:  What should you do if you spot signs of water pollution in 

rivers or any other bodies of water near where you live? Who would you need to tell and why? 

 

2 English:  We are embarking on a mini English project using a ‘Talk for writing home-school 

booklet’ called ‘One Chance’ and written by Dean Thompson.  You will have until Thursday 18th 

to complete this project. 

 

Extension: Explain what the workbook has helped you learn. 

 

3 Maths:  For the next few weeks, we’ll be learning about a special kind of maths called 

Geometary.  The first concept we’ll be looking at will be points, lines and planes.  Please watch 



the video on Mathantics.com or youtube on points, lines and planes or simply follow this link.  

https://mathantics.com/lesson/points-lines-planes/exercises_video.  Once you’ve watched it 

complete the corresponding tasks. 

 

Extension:  Complete the attached reasoning sheet (Would you rather…) .  Use maths to 

support your reasoning. 

 

 

I will be sending out the next home leaning on Monday. Take care, love from Ms Malyon, Mrs Williams, 

Ms Baker and Ms Brett. 

https://mathantics.com/lesson/points-lines-planes/exercises_video

